
Simplify identity
management and boost
security with Identity360

Overview
ManageEngine Identity360 is an identity platform that helps enterprises address workforce 
IAM challenges. Identity360's powerful capabilities include its built-in Universal Directory, 
identity orchestration, SSO, MFA, role-based access control, access insights, and more. It 
empowers admins to manage identities across directories and their access to enterprise 
applications from a secure, centralized console. With Identity360, not only can enterprises 
scale their businesses effortlessly, but they can also ensure compliance and identity-first 
security. 
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Features
Built-in Universal Directory: Effortlessly migrate to the 
cloud and centralize user management by unifying users 
from multiple directories and applications, providing a 
single point of access management. 

Integrations: Efficiently enable your organization to 
connect user data from multiple directories or 
applications for managing users and controlling access 
from a single console. 

Identity life cycle management: Implement a 
systematic approach to oversee user identities from 
onboarding to offboarding, ensuring appropriate access 
and security throughout their engagement with the 
organization.

Identity orchestration: Efficiently perform diverse 
actions across multiple directories, simplifying IAM tasks 
and enabling centralized access control. This enhances 
cross-domain identity management across your entire 
organization. 

SSO for enterprise apps: Enable secure, one-click 
access to all enterprise applications, whether in the 
cloud or on-premises, with SSO. Simplify and enhance 
access control for applications supporting SAML, OAuth, 
or OIDC protocols.

MFA for enterprise apps: Prevent password fatigue and 
ensure secure access to enterprise applications with 
MFA. Choose from factors such as email verification, 
Google Authenticator, and custom TOTP authenticators.

Centralized access management: Enable application 
SSO, create user accounts in apps, and centrally manage 
role-based access control from a single console.

Help desk delegation: Empower administrators to 
create custom roles with precise permissions and assign 
them to non-admin users, enabling them to delegate 
routine tasks without privilege escalations.

Built-in reports for deep insights: Gain valuable insights 
into various aspects of your organization such as user 
and admin activities, application access, MFA attempts, 
license consumption, password expiration, and more.

Fully cloud-powered: Identity360 is entirely 
cloud-based, eliminating the need to worry about 
infrastructure costs or maintenance. You can choose the 
subscription plan based on your current requirements 
and then scale as your organization grows.

Benefits
Improve security: Boost security by making sure only 
authorized users can access certain resources, 
preventing unauthorized access and reducing the risk of 
data breaches.

Enhance visibility: Get help with adhering to regulatory 
compliance standards by consistently monitoring user 
actions with detailed reports.

Streamline user management: Simplify user 
onboarding and offboarding processes with seamless 
provisioning, orchestration, and smart templates. Utilize 
a centralized console for managing user identities and 
access permissions across various systems.  

Increase productivity: Automate user onboarding and 
access management with SCIM-based provisioning, 
ensuring users have access to necessary resources from 
day one.

Cost savings: Automate routine tasks, reduce labour 
costs, and eliminate maintenance costs with a 
cloud-powered architecture, and see long-term cost 
savings.

Elevated user experience: Each feature offers a 
user-friendly and effortless experience, fostering 
seamless user environments that lead to improved 
performance.

Scalability: Cloud-powered and scalable, Identity360 
can accommodate the growing needs of an organization 
as it expands. 

System requirements
Supported integrations:

Azure Active Directory 
Salesforce directory
Google Workspace
Slack
Zendesk 
And more

Supported browsers:
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Microsoft Edge 
Internet Explorer 11 
Safari
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